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Crisis calls for action
Confusion feu by fear prevailed on the Cubberley
campus e,uly lt1st week. 1\ chain reaction of events
exposeu the mixed feelings of the student body.
Various incidents happened from the distribution
of the Blt1ck Student Union's nine demands to the
eventut1] suspension of 20 black students.
In reta]iotion to the odministration's
actionsJlanother group
of stuuents boycotted their classes resulting in their
suspension.
Many smaller relating events occurred
but the odministrntion
refrained from giving details
of these events.
Rumors and opinions, diffused
th rough the students'
ignorance, fed the confusion
and t1nxiety existent on campu$ as well as in the
community.
Perhaps the failure of the administration
to communicate with the student body caused the sudden
inopportune student strike.
In the January 17, 1969 issue of the CAT AMOUNT
the editorial urged" students to support necessary
chonges in their education and when possible become' personally involved ineffec;:ting such change.
The CATAMOUNT will be ready to support, depending on the issue, concerned
students who have
exhausted all administrative
channels and demonstrate their strong beliefs as a means to constructive change. :,' Regarding the studept strike, the
CAT AMOUNT notes that" all administrative
channels"
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To the Editor:
In response
to the polemic
by Mr. English and :-'1iss Barlow
in the previous C\ T :\:-'10UJ:\ T,
I wish to make some comments'
of my own.
The "case
study" of six
(count 'em -six)allegedrascist
actions
by
DAR members
proves only that several remarkable students at Cubberley
consider
themselves
able to
judge the accuracy uf 70-yearold data. The writers were not
exactly eyewitnesses
to even
their most "recent"
example,
which occurred
over eleven
(eleven!) years ago. The letter, aside from ,distorting Mr.
Hamilton's
statements
enough
to make a minor point (compare BARLOW, paragraph
3
lines 4-5 to HAMIL TON, paragraph 3 lines 1-10), offers NO
further
data to bolster the
writers' sagging claims of OAR
"racism.' '
Because the OAR officials'
refused to comment on the individual actions of which they
had no knowledge and refused
to divulge confidential records,
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As illustrated
left, there
was a day when Cubberley
principals
could lean back,
relax a bit, and smile. From
what
the
CATAMOUNT
hears,
though, Or. Scott
Thomson has had a few problems back there at Evanston
Township High School--not
all related
to the snowy
weather!
In any event, Or. Thomson
will
revisjt
the halcyon
scenes of his youth-Cubberley-on Friday, February 28.
His many friends among the
students
and staff will be
looking for him with welcoming smiles.
Photo: CHENN
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the writers,
with their usual
penetrating logic concluded that
these individual acts were representative of the OAR's policies and that the OAR was therefore racist.
What a flood of
light they cast upon the subject!
'
Most important, the writers
seem to feel that any group
offering a scholarship here has
an absolute duty to open its files
to the scrutiny of any wouldbe vigilante group, so that that

group _can run its affairs.
No
longer may the OAR control its
own organization,
judging how
best to accomplish
its aims.
Self-appointed judges must decide its policies for it and how
to effect them in order to
achieve the signal honor of gi ving a scholarship to a deserving
Cubberley student.
OAVID AMKRAUT, Senior
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So many films have 'been
described as "agonizingly honest in their candid view of
modern life," I dread saying
that about FACES too.
But
John Cassevates'
film inspects
the American agony so uncompromisingly,
it glowers with
integrity.
FACES digs inward,'
piercing like a dentist's drill,
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didly. Unlike THE GRAOUA TE
it maintains its sincerity and
doesn't drift off into fantasy.
It has nothing slick-to disturb
the intensity of its message,
as compared to the commercial
PETULIA.
But is such unrelelJting agony art? FACES fans
our guilts and awakens our
unea sines s abo ut enjoying pro sI)(~I"II.Y. fl' f:ll.;k"I1:'.
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Four Cubberley students and
one member of the faculty are'
representatives
on the Citizens
Advisory Committee on Multicultural Activities.
The students and the subcommittees they serve on include
Pat Wilks, personnel;
Micki
Griffin and Al'ex Montalvo, Institutional
Racism; and Mike
Macovski,
Evaluation.
,Mr.
Gerry Kelly, Cubberley history
teacher, is serving on the HumDn Re]Dtions suhcoml11i1tc<.:.

aU administrative
channels and demonstrate their strong beliefs as a means to constructive change.!'
Regarding the ptudent strike, the
CAT AMOUNT notes that" all administrative
channels" were not exhausted;neither
did the strikers
have enough information concerning the black student suspensions
nor action taken to meet their
demands.
Thus they jumped the gun in their demonstration.
At the same time, we insist that students who are
in disagreement
with the strikers'
tactics find out
the WI-IOLl~ story behind the BSU's demands and
seek some alternative
action, rather than using
the strikers,
or some incidents out of context, as
excuses to ignore the black students' grievances.
J\ I ~L students
should be able to function in an educational institution together:
.
[ven though the visible tension hap subsided, the
underlying racism prevalent on the campus should
not be ignored lest the leviathan surfaces again-maybe for the last time.
BERNICE SAKUMA, Editor
CXIiUlIsL<.xJ

The Catamount
The C,\T,\l\1OUNT, an official publication of the Associated
Students of Cubberley High School, Palo /\lto, California, is published bi-monthly by the advanced journalism class. together
with the graphic arts students.
The C,\ L\MOUNT is mailed on
an exchange basis to other schools as Second Class matter.
ST.\FF
Editor
Bernice Sakuma
Managing Editor
Susanne Levitsky
News Editor •....................
Claudia I\Iarchman
Sports Editor
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that about FACES too.
But
the intensity of its message,
as compared to the commercial
John Cassevates'
film inspects
PETULIA.
But is such unrethe American agony so uncomlenting agony art? FACES fans
promisingly,
it glowers with
integrity.
FACES digs inward, , our guilts and awakens our
uneasiness about enjoying pro spiercing like a dentist's drill,
perity.
It sickens, not entermounting the pain as the buzz
t?-ins.
One cannot praise the
of bitter laughter intensifies.
color, nor the costumes, nor
The hurt grows too painful fin-the settings,
nor the photoally and gives way to a numb
graphy,
nor anything in the
revulsion, and a queer resentmovie except it s brutality.
ment at having paid money to be
scarred thus.
Cassevates sketches well-fed
faces in which the lean, wary
look of the hungry lingers, faces
that have lost the glow of youth,
faces that should have settled,
fulfilled, into their rich middle
years.
Instead, the faces of an
estranged
Los Angeles couple
each seek transitory
warmth
through a young sex partner.
Gradually, Cassevates
reveals
the hollow meanness of each
character,
pointing out that the
shell he once developed to hide
his vulnerability
has all but,
eliminated
his softness;
that
underneath the facades, nothing
remains.
For fleeting snatches
the figures
can admit their
anguish. The wife moans to her
husband,
"I hate my life. I
don't love you," and the husband
realizes,
"I'm a mild success
in an insignificant
field." But
they can only tolerate the truth
for a moment -- it yawns before
them too threateningly, too horrendously.
F /\CES does appraise the affluent
/\merican
scene can-
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personnel;

Micki

Griffin and Alex Montalvo, Institutional
Racism; and Mike
Macovski,
Evaluation.
Mr.
Gerry Kelly, Cubberley history
teacher, is serving on the Human Relations subcommittee.
These committees are meeting regularly now in open -session, working to provide guidelines for the Multicultural
Program.
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